Program Student Learning Outcomes

College: Architecture
Program: Interior Design, BID

Students completing the Bachelor of Interior Design Program must demonstrate:

- Pre-Design and Programming Skills including:
  a) Completing research
  b) Identifying and analyzing design problems
  c) Solving design problems.

- Concept and Creative Problem Solving Skills including:
  a) Ability to demonstrate concept through sketching
  b) Application of 2d design elements and principles
  c) Application of 3d design elements and principles to the spatial envelop and volumetric thinking

- Design Development and Space Planning Skills including:
  a) Articulation and Shaping of Space
  b) Application of codes
  c) Application of accessibility standards
  d) Application of egress standards

- The ability to prepare Design Presentation and Construction Documents including:
  a) Plans
  b) Elevations
  c) Sections
  d) Details
  e) Schedules
  f) Perspectives
  g) Material Boards
  h) Specifications

- The ability to prepare and present a Comprehensive Portfolio including:
  a) Appropriateness of portfolio
  b) Professionalism
  c) Written Communication
  d) Verbal Communication